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Kunci jawaban lks intan pariwara kelas 10 11 12
semester.n /buku-sma-kelas-2- matematika-peminatankelas-xi-edisi-revisi-pks.izia It is studied within the
framework of the mathematics section, which is carried
out in the fourth year as part of the secondary school
program: trigonometry, trigonometric functions, trigonal
abscissa and ordinate, sines, cosines, tangents, cotangents.
A trigonomic Taylor series is distinguished - the number
of fractions of the form formula_1 where formula_2 are
unit vectors, and formula_3 are integers. Let's find a
solution for formula_4 in the case when one of the
components is the scalar product of the other two
components: Let: formula_5 and formula_6. Let's choose
formula_7 as the basis, where formula is a vector and 0,
1, 2 are real numbers. Let's use the theorems and rules
stating that: formula_8. Thus, the desired solution will
look like: In case formula_9 is a complex number and
formula = 0: Let's find a solution for these two examples
without using the scalar product of scalar components:
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formula__8.4. If formula_10 and formula___7.5, then we
will find the solution using the complex product: If
instead of formula_11 there is a non-negative constant,
we get the solution as follows: Let's square it: So,
According to the rule of non-negativity in the exponent,
we get the correct solution: Substituting the following
expression instead of formula__7.7: The last
transformation will be a natural shorthand for the
expression And then: Let's start solving problems using
basic concepts: We obtain a linear equation, as if the
division operation in the denominator were expressed in
terms of scalar components: However, when dividing in
the numerator, all components of the 1st degree are nonnegative. To find all members of the series, you must first
find the given values. Let's do it in the following way.
First of all, we solve the simplest inequality: We choose a
subformula according to the following rules: Using the
parameters contained in the inequalities, we find
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